In New York City in the mid 1890s, Tesla's work was focused on the development of an independently remotely-controlled device-the ''telautomaton.'' These efforts led him to devise methods for selectively activating any of several wireless receivers (he called this ''the art of individualization'') that involved multiple transmissions on separate frequencies. At the receiving end, each one of the individual frequency components had to be tuned in, in order for the receiver to respond-the AND logic function.… [Tesla] was granted protection under the ''System of Signaling'' and ''Method of Signaling'' patents-both describing the AND-gate circuit. After World War II when computer hardware manufacturers attempted to patent digital logic gates in general, the U.S. Patent Office asserted Tesla's turn-ofthe-century priority in their electrical implementation.
This guy is intruding on my territory! I have been teaching logic design since 1965. I have reviewed and/ or read nearly 100 texts on the subject, none of which mention Tesla. I'm in shock! What are the chances that I am assigned to lead a discussion of a completely fictionalized film, And one of the pivotal characters is based on an EE; And he has the first patent on an AND gate; And the AND gate is central to my area of research; And…?
So, I wonder, who has the first patent on an OR gate? I think I smell a good script here. ''Sandy, get me Universal on the phone!'' & 
